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The ASC has found that by proactively assessing each individual’s level of hiking strength and stamina, comfort 
level with exposure, as well as personal goals, better decisions can be made with respect to your suitability for 
the Course.  Please do not be intimidated, or worse insulted, that you are being asked these questions.  
Instead, take the time to honestly think through where you are and what you want to become? 
 
What are your personal Goals and Desires? 
 
With Wilderness Trekking School or TCS completed, what’s next?  If you now desire to get off the beaten path, 
to transition from hiking to climbing to scrambling, then the ASC may be your next logical step.   
 
Many of us simply desire to climb the Colorado 14ers.  For this very admirable goal, the completion of the ASC 
would an excellent next best step.  However if your goals are loftier and you have greater expectations, the 
ASC can serve as a bridge to or from the Technical Climbing School allowing you to further build your 
conditioning and confidence. 
 
It has also been said that the ASC ties together the many skills learned in WTS and TCS, and puts the theory 
into practice.  Within the ASC Program, the Elective Scrambles field days demonstrate how clothing, 
equipment, map and compass, route finding, weather knowledge, a potential bivy, trip planning, basic rock 
and basic snow skills all come together to safely maximize the odds of success. 
 
On the other hand, if you appreciate a more leisurely backcountry experience, primarily value personal 
comfort, don’t much care if you summit, and have a preference to minimize the excitement-quotient, the ASC 
may be much more than you bargained for. 
 
Are you comfortable with exposure? 
 
Although never dangerous, WTS could occasionally get students out of their comfort zone.  The ASC will now 
take that to a whole new level!  The very nature of scrambling is that it is always off-trail, and expects each 
student to handle exposure with calm and grace.  Although the Course will usually limit climbing difficulty to 
Class 3, there will be options for students to test their skills on easy Class 4.  With that said, the following 
definitions are simply for general guidance: 
 

• Class 1:  On-trail hiking.  No real difficulties; no surprises.  CMC classes: WTS. 
 

• Class 2:  Off-trail hiking that can include bushwhacking and/or crossing talus.  CMC classes: WTS. 
 

• Class 3:  Semi-technical climbing where you will need to look for and use handholds and footholds.  
This level is often referred to as scrambling.  Each individual will carry basic technical equipment as a 
precaution, although it is not anticipated to be used.  Exposure to a potential fall is moderate.  CMC 
classes: ASC. 
 

• Class 4:  Technical climbing where handholds and footholds are required and you will need to test 
those handholds and footholds before you commit to the move.  Individuals should possess the skills 
and training needed for safe rope-work, anchors, belaying, and rappelling.  Exposure to an 
unprotected fall is significant.  CMC classes: TCS. 
 



• Class 5:  Rock climbing where most every move is serious.  Ropes, anchors, and rappels are a 
requirement.  Exposure can be extreme.  If you survive an unprotected fall it will be remembered.  
CMC Classes: TCS. 

 
Are you comfortable with the costs associated with the Course? 
 
The ASC will require a minimum of $375 for tuition, books, and the purchase of your safety equipment. 
 
In addition, students often elect to make additional personal equipment upgrades (clothing, packs, boots, etc.).  
History suggests that the most important upgrade is typically in the area of more robust and supportive 
footwear.  Your boots must have a lugged sole for better grip in snow and scree, as well as good support for 
those long days on uneven terrain.  Please review the Supplemental Equipment Information document (linked 
from the ASC homepage) for advice and recommendations. 
 
What about physical conditioning? 
 
Although this is an area that is a bit subjective, it is most important in terms of your Course enjoyment.  Many 
students say the ASC is the hardest and most demanding school in the CMC, with Course withdrawals usually 
due to a lack of physical conditioning.  It is unfortunate after spending close to $400 for tuition and equipment 
a student is unable to complete even the first field day. 
 
Most of the ASC field days will be trips that are rated as Denver Group C and D.  Each climb will require the 
student to carry a 20+ lb daypack which will include your safety equipment, perhaps a few group items 
(someone has to carry the ropes), as well as extra food, water, and clothing for those long days. 
 
The physical and mental demands of the ASC are not to be underestimated.  A typical 4:00am meet time, long 
approach hikes while carrying that 20+ lb pack, challenging scrambles with exposure, and a late afternoon 
return to the trailhead can take its toll on the mind and body.  Please consider this when applying. 
 
This simplified scale, adopted somewhat from the WTS self-rating scale, is the final step to determine your 
suitability.  At this point, having completed WTS, as well as participated on harder CMC hikes to gain your 
Denver Group C hiking classification, you should have a feel as to where you are? 
 

• Level 0:  I enjoy getting out and like to stop and smell the roses.  I might be a bit slower than some but 
can comfortably hike for 4-8 miles a day at a moderate pace.  I don’t really think about elevation gain.  
A trip of 4 to 5 hours is a long day for me. 

 
• Level 1:  I’m an average hiker.  I can comfortably hike for 8-10 miles a day at a moderate pace.  I can 

stroll up a hill at 750’ per hour.  An 8 hour hike is a long day for me. 
 

• Level 2:  I’m a stronger hiker than average.  I can comfortably hike for 10-15 miles a day at a brisk pace.  
I can slog up a hill closer to 1000’ per hour.  A 12 hour hike is a long day for me. 

 
• Level 3:  I’m a very strong hiker and can hike over 15 miles a day at a fast pace if necessary.  I can race 

up a hill faster than 1000’ per hour.  It doesn’t matter how long the hike is as long as I summit. 
 
 
Individuals at Level 0 are not suited for the ASC.  Their goal should be to work toward Level 2 before they 
consider ASC enrollment.  The good news is that you get to hike in wonderful Colorado while building up that 
strength and speed. 
 
From a conditioning point of view, Level 1 individuals are marginal and not at all off the hook.  These 
individuals MUST continue to improve their speed and endurance while waiting for the Course to begin.  Just 



get out and do your once a week hike.  Getting to a Level 2 will mean the difference between frustration and 
enjoyment. 
 
Bottom line?  The ability to climb at a reasonable pace, with reasonable distance and elevation gain, with a 20+ 
lb pack is critical.  The team needs to finish the scrambling portion of the climb before afternoon weather 
comes in.  With a slower group (or individual) the instructors may decide that there is not enough time to 
safely complete the exposed sections after investing so many hours in the approach.   No one is happy when 
the goals of the field day are not met. 
 
A typical ASC field day requires each student to first do the approach hike, which is usually rated as a hard C or 
easy D level hike, then complete a multi hour scramble, followed by that long hike back to the trailhead. 
 

As one ASC Senior Instructor pointed out, “The Bierstadt Sawtooth scramble involves a 2600’ climb of 
Bierstadt (a Colorado 14er), followed by 3-4 hours scrambling on the Sawtooth (losing and regaining 
another 1000'), then back to Bierstadt's summit again, with several more hours required to then return 
to the trailhead.” 
 
In order to enjoy and get the most of out the learning experience during the actual scramble, the initial 
2600' ascent up Bierstadt should feel more like a nice long warm up hike rather than an exhausting 
prelude.  Students will need to hike at a brisk pace with a 20+ lb pack.  Depending on the speed of the 
group, this is a 10 – 12 hour day. 

 


